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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES

First of all, a happy and blessed Christmas and good 
wishes for the New Year from me and all the officers 
of the Society. 2020 is, of course, the year in which 
we will be twenty years old. In the last Newsletter 
I sketched the history of the Society. It is splendid 
that we are still here and prospering with many 
publications to our credit and a membership that is 
keeping steady.
 We look forward to our winter meeting when 
our new President Dr Rowan Williams, now 
Master of Magdalene College Cambridge, will give 
his inaugural lecture. Make a note: Monday 27th 
January, 7:00 p.m. at St Clement Danes, our normal 
venue, which seems to work very well.
 It’s a huge honour for a small society like ours 
to have such a distinguished President, and he is in 
such a demand as a speaker that we have had to wait 
over a year to pin him down. I thought at first that, 
like Bishop Geoffrey, he might use the occasion to 
survey the state of Anglo-Catholic historiography 
but instead he told me he wished to speak about 
Welsh Catholics in the mid Twentieth Century: a 
missed moment? which is certainly an intriguing 
title!
 In fact the rest of the year will bring some 
surprises too, I am sure. Many years ago through 
the Ecclesiastical History Society I met Professor 
W. Brown Patterson, a distinguished historian of 
English seventeenth century religion. He has now 
retired from the University of the South, an Episcopal 
Liberal Arts College in south east Tennessee which 
has an Episcopal Seminary on campus. In 2013 
following my mother’s death I visited Sewanee, as it 
is better known, and have become a regular visitor 
since. The Associate Professor of Church History 
at Sewanee is Professor Revd Ben King, English by 
birth who expressed an interest in giving a talk to 
the Society. He will do so at the AGM which will be 
on the earlier date of Monday 1st June in order that 
Prof. King can address us before he returns to the 
USA following sabbatical leave.
 Although an important Newman scholar, 
recently much in demand at events connected 
with Newman’s canonisation, he has chosen as his 
subject A nineteenth century bishop on pilgrimage to 
England: Charles Todd Quintard collects relics of the 
Oxford Movement founders. That may sound rather 
antiquarian if not obscure but will hint as a somewhat 
darker side of high churchmanship. Quintard was 

a Confederate chaplain during the American Civil 
War, and his visit was only incidentally to collect 
Tractarian relics. Its main purpose was to raise money 
from former slave-owning Tractarian families and 
supporters of the South. There is a topicality about 
this. The University of the South was founded with 
a substantial dose of slave labour and money. Before 
I left Sewanee in September I heard an exceptional 
lecture from a Georgetown University graduate 
who is now heading up a foundation looking into 
the whole question of whether many American 
Universities should consider making reparation in 
some way for their involvement in slavery in the 
past. The Virginia Theological Seminary has already 
considered this, and many of you will know that in 
Scotland the University of Glasgow is engaged in a 
similar discussion.
 Our speaker in the autumn, on 5th October, has 
also come about through my visits to Sewanee. In 
their excellent Jesse Boot duPont Library (what a 
splendid name!) I came across a copy of an Oxford 
DPhil thesis on the response of the Roman Catholic 
Church to the rise and development of the Oxford 
Movement. We had, on 31st January 2011, an 
excellent lecture from the Revd Dr Martin Wellings 
on Methodist reactions to Tractarianism, and I 
thought this would make an interesting contrast. 
Luckily the author of the thesis is not across the 
Atlantic but at the University of Winchester, where 
Dr Elisabeth Stuart is now Professor of Christian 
Theology and Deputy Vice Chancellor. Making 
contact last year Professor Stuart told me that she 
would be happy to address us but felt her academic 
interests had moved on and her work superseded. 
However, I assured her I couldn’t think of any more 
recent work that had majored on this theme and 
that, in any case, we are not an academic society as 
such but exist to enjoy, at a more accessible level, the 
fruits of academic scholarship! So we look forward 
with great interest to what she has to say next 
autumn.
 I think you will agree this should be a very 
informative and interesting set of lectures. 
But lectures are not all we will be doing in our 
anniversary year.
 We haven’t published an Occasional Paper for a 
while, the last one being St Silas, Pentonville, in 2017, 
but as you read in the May edition of the Newsletter 
and heard at the AGM Michael Yelton has suggested 
we bring out a volume of twenty short biographies 
of lesser known Anglo-Catholic priests, which will 
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probably be entitled Twenty Priests for Twenty Years. 
Under the leadership of Michael and the enormous 
help Stephen Savage gives in preparing material 
for publication the project is steaming ahead. The 
response has been excellent. I am providing a short 
piece on the most interesting of my twentieth 
century predecessors at St George’s Bloomsbury, 
Father William Roberts, Christian Socialist and 
Pacifist. Among the other contributions will be 
studies of two Deans, a missionary bishop, and 
clergy from the Church in Wales, Scotland and the 
USA as well as the Church of England. I think this is 
a splendid idea to mark our anniversary and fuller 
details will appear in the New Year.

Perry Butler

In this edition of the Newsletter we have 
interesting and substantial articles about the 
little-known diaries of Fr P.V.M. Allen, a request 
for information about Fr W.A. Shoults, a report 
on our trip to Derby, a valuable consideration of 
the influence of the Oxford Movement in Wales, 
reviews, and more. We are very grateful to our 
contributors. The next Newsletter will appear in 
May 2020, and your articles may be sent at any 
time, to: stephen.leeds@btinternet.com

2019 ANNUAL DAY TRIP TO DERBY

On 20th July, the Society returned to the East 
Midlands for a day in Derby. At its heart were visits 
to three urban churches, all built in the Victorian/
Edwardian era as the town expanded rapidly and 
all with longstanding Anglo-Catholic traditions. 
St Osmund’s at Wilmorton was our first call in 
the morning whilst St Luke’s and St Anne’s, closer 
to the city centre, followed later in the afternoon. 
In between, we had the pleasure of visiting three 
further churches in very different situations – St 
Bartholomew’s at Elvaston, the Cathedral and the 
Bridge Chapel dedicated to St Mary.
 My commentary focuses on the Victorian/
Edwardian churches and begins with the earliest, St 
Luke’s and St Anne’s. Both were consecrated within 
months of each other in 1871/72 and were built 
to serve poor neighbourhoods. Since the Second 
World War, their parishes have been extensively 
demolished and rebuilt so that the churches now 
stand amidst low rise flats and small modern houses. 
They remain, however, in areas of comparative 
poverty. Both buildings are Grade II* listed but, 

despite similar histories, they are strikingly different 
architecturally and illustrate two contrasting 
approaches to church building in Victorian times.
 St Luke’s is a massive structure in a forbidding 
red sandstone which towers over the surrounding 
area. Its huge saddleback tower takes advantage of 
a rising site and is visible for miles around. Here is 
a strong assertion of Christian presence – confident, 
arrogant even, and indestructible. The nave is 
exceptionally wide and is flanked by narrow passage 
aisles. It gives to all a clear view of a raised apsidal 
chancel which almost resembles a theatrical stage. 
The chancel boasts a vaulted ceiling of red deal and, 
underneath, a crypt chapel. High in the west wall, 
there is a large rose window of Clayton and Bell glass 
whilst marble and alabaster are much in evidence 
elsewhere, for example in the pulpit and font. 
Thorold, in the Shell Guide to Derbyshire, describes 
St Luke’s as local architect Frederick Robinson’s 
“tour de force”.

In 2017, the parish was combined with St 
Bartholomew’s, some distance away, and the two 
churches now share a priest.
 In contrast, St Anne’s is of warm red brick. It 
is of modest height, with a bell turret, and nestles 
amongst its neighbours. When the surrounding 
streets were full of red brick terraced houses, it must 
have seemed even more ‘at home’ in its locality. 
This is the Church as part of the community, here 
to nurture rather than to assert. The architect was 
F.W. Hunt of London. The interior is surprisingly 
spacious, although a sense of intimacy is encouraged 
by the lack of windows at ground floor level, with 
both nave and chancel relying entirely on the 
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clerestory for light. Decoration is focused on the 
chancel with its polychromatic brickwork, a striking 
reredos, mosaic roundels and, in place of a window, 
a series of large murals which cover the east wall. It 
would not have seemed surprising to find Barbara 
Pym in the vestry! St Anne’s was closed in 2013 but 
re-opened soon afterwards when volunteer clergy 
were found to take fortnightly services.

The third Victorian/Edwardian church was St 
Osmund’s. Consecrated in 1905, it is a little farther 
from the city centre and serves a parish which has 
witnessed less disturbance. Like St Anne’s, it is built 
in a warm red brick; its lofty roof line makes no 
distinction between nave and chancel and is topped 
by a fleche. Again like St Anne’s, it relies on clerestory 
windows for light but here they are exceptionally 
tall and dwarf the narrow lancet windows of the 
aisles. The architect was P.H. Currey, brother of 
the first incumbent. St Osmund’s contains notable 
fittings, such as a reredos of local alabaster, but it is 
the elegance and dimensions of the building itself 
which are most memorable. Here the Church is 
quietly confident but not overbearing, an impression 
strengthened because St Osmund’s is set in a garden 
with a row of arts and crafts style cottages leading 
visitors from a busy main road to the main porch. 
For many years until recently, the parish priest was 
the late Canon Donald Macdonald.
 There could hardly be a greater contrast between 
the three Victorian/Edwardian churches and St 
Bartholomew’s at Elvaston. Though barely four 
miles from Derby city centre, the church retains 
its rural setting alongside Elvaston Castle, where 
we had lunch, in the midst of a country park. It is 
mainly medieval, built in stone and with a sturdy 
tower. The contrast continues inside – the interior is 
small and cluttered, more decorated than most and 

full of elaborate tombs, monuments and screens. 
Yet there is a surprise – the east end was extended 
in 1904-05 by G.F. Bodley who also designed a 
large reredos, an organ case and a set of vestments. 
Four chasubles from the set were on display. St 
Bartholomew’s is now one of seven churches in the 
‘Trent and Derwent’ benefice.
 Derby Cathedral provided another contrast 
in location, size and architecture. The church of 
All Saints in the city centre was adopted as the 
Cathedral for a new diocese in 1927. Although its 
stately tower was begun in 1520, most of the building 
is from 1723-25 making it a rare example of an 
English cathedral in classical style. The same style 
was used by Sebastian Comper when he completed 
an extension to the east end in 1967-72.
 The Cathedral administers the nearby Bridge 
Chapel of St Mary. One of only six surviving bridge 
chapels in England, it is a small, simple building 
dating largely from the fourteenth century. The 
Chapel was restored and re-opened for worship 
in 1932 and, although the main interest lies in its 
chequered history, it offers an attractive and prayerful 
space. There is a regular Sunday congregation and 
some weekday services are also held here.
 Our day was full of interest and illustrated yet 
again what delights can be found in a seemingly 
ordinary city. We were grateful to John Hawes for 
a varied and well-paced itinerary grounded in his 
deep knowledge of ecclesiastical affairs in Derby. We 
were grateful too to the congregation at St Anne’s 
for their welcome and refreshments at the end of the 
day.

Paul Griffiths

BOOK REVIEWS
Look to the Rock: The 
Anglican Papalist  
Quest and the Catholic 
League
by Michael Walsh
published 2019 by 
Canterbury Press
price £16.99
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Members may recall that Michael Walsh came to 
address the Society, at which time the writing of this 
book was well underway. For many years there was 
little written on Anglican Papalism; however my 
own pioneering work, published in 2006, has been 
followed by Father Mark Vickers’ Reunion Revisited 
in 2017 and now by Michael Walsh’s official history 
of the Catholic League.
 Michael Walsh is a distinguished Roman Catholic 
historian and he has produced a readable volume on 
the League, which concentrates on its contribution 
to ecumenical ideas rather than on personalities. The 
author draws his information from the records of 
the League and a relatively small number of written 
works, but he expands the ideology of those who 
sought unconditional reunion in more detail than 
do other books. Father Salter’s memoir of Father 
Fynes-Clinton is quoted extensively, although 
we learn little more about the personality of the 
founder of the Catholic League. There is interesting 
information on the many subsidiary organisations 
also founded by Father Fynes, including some, such 
as the Priests’ Sodality of the Precious Blood, which 
are still in existence.
 The author also deals with the more modern 
history of the League, including its reaction 
(mixed) to the Vatican 2 reforms, and then (united) 
to the ordination of women in the Church of 
England. There is discussion too on the effect of 
the establishment of the Ordinariate and whether 
there is still a need for an organisation containing 
Anglicans which promotes reunion with Rome. The 
League has changed over the years from a solely 
Anglican pressure group to an ecumenical society 
which now contains many Roman Catholics. As 
with many books published by Canterbury Press, 
there are few pictures in the book, and they are not 
well produced. However, the work itself is strongly 
commended to members for the new perspectives it 
describes, particularly over the past 50 years.

Michael Yelton

St Barnabas, Pimlico: 
Ritual and Riots
by Malcolm Johnson and 
Alan Taylor
published 2019 by  
Spire Books
price £29.95

Members may recall that on one of our walking tours 
we were entranced by St Barnabas, Pimlico, which 
has an interior full of treasures. It was, as this new 
book demonstrates, the first church built in London 
which was specifically designed for Anglo-Catholic 
worship. The first priest in charge was the Revd 
W.J.E. Bennett, later to have a long and celebrated 
ministry in Frome, Somerset. The book sets out the 
riots which greeted the introduction of what would 
soon be regarded as very moderate innovations 
to the liturgy, and the strain which disturbances 
inevitably brought to those serving and living in the 
parish.
 It is made clear that by the First World War St 
Barnabas had seen its best days (which seem to have 
been in the earliest years of the twentieth century). 
After the First World War the population of the area 
and consequently the congregation declined and 
thereafter there was a constant struggle to keep the 
church open and to repair it. The post-Second World 
War period in particular has been very difficult, 
although recent developments have been much more 
encouraging. This is all very useful, as little has yet 
been written on post-1960 Anglo-Catholic parishes, 
and the authors have contributed to the literature on 
that subject.
 After a chronological history, there are chapters 
on the building, the schools associated with 
the church and the organ and bells. The book is 
comprehensively illustrated with pictures taken by 
the inimitable John Salmon. It could have done with 
more rigorous proofreading, but is a valuable record 
of an important and inspiring parish.

Michael Yelton
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED
From St Agatha’s, 
Sparkbrook, 
Birmingham

The parish website tells us: St Agatha’s has had many 
fine Priests, one of the best known of whom is Fr 
George David Rosenthal (known to his friends as 
‘Rosie’), who was Vicar from 1918 until his death in 
1938. His family was Jewish, and produced a long 
line of Rabbis. His father converted to Christianity 
and became a Priest in the Church of England. Fr 
Rosenthal was a devoted and much admired Parish 
Priest who became a nationally known figure in the 
inter-war Anglo-Catholic movement. Fr Rosenthal’s 
biography has been reprinted in paperback (147 pp 
A5 newly set and re-indexed) for £7.50 including 
postage. (Also available in PDF, downloadable free 
of charge from the parish website.)
 To order a copy please send a cheque for £7.50 
made payable to ‘St Agatha’s PCC’ to: Gareth 
Rainford, 112 Marsham Road, Kings Heath, 
Birmingham, B14 5HF

Walsingham – Pilgrims 
and Pilgrimage
by Michael Rear
published 2019 by 
Gracewing
ISBN 987-085244-944-8
price £19.99

This is a revised edition of Fr Rear’s book of 2011, 
and a valuable piece of work written by someone 
who knows Walsingham well.

The Cowley Fathers – A 
History of the English 
Congregation of the 
Society of St John the 
Evangelist
by Serenhedd James
published 2019 by 
Canterbury Press
ISBN 978 1 78622 182 4
price £45

Many members will welcome the publication of 
Serenhedd James’ masterly and comprehensive book 
comprising 508 pages, including names, statistics, a 
valuable bibliography and detailed index.

Seven Years on the Front 
Line: All Saints Notting 
Hill, 1967-1974
by The Revd Canon 
Peter Clark
Price £5, including 
postage, from:
Canon Peter Clark
46 Havil Street
Camberwell
London SE5 7RS

THE DIARIES OF THE REVD PHILIP 
VERNON MOOR ALLEN

Pusey House Library has been in possession of the 
diaries of the Reverend Philip Vernon Moor Allen 
(known as ‘Vernon’) for a couple of years, and 
recently I embarked on a project to catalogue them, 
using standard archiving guidelines. The process 
involved both labelling and reading through the 
diaries, and doing so has provided a unique picture 
of the life of an Anglo-Catholic clergyman and his 
love of diary-keeping, as one particularly colourful 
entry shows:

‘In most cases the war has reduced freedom or 
destroyed it altogether. But with my diary the 
opposite’s true! For the war has forced upon me 
a step which I had often contemplated but never 
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accomplished – escape from the narrow confines 
of the Diary Book.’

P.V.M. Allen, 1st January 1942
In the wartime diary entry quoted above, Allen 
contrasts the freedom of his writing with the 
humanitarian horrors of the Second World War. 
The annual ‘Diary Book’ he mentions in his first 
entry of 1942 had been a tradition for him, having 
for years squeezed the momentous events of his life 
into tiny daily boxes, but his inability to procure one 
in 1942 brings an unexpected boost to his passion 
for writing.
 Allen was educated at Bloxham School and Keble 
College, Oxford, and during his time at Oxford had 
close links to Pusey House. On 28th April 1932 he 
writes,

‘I went to Pusey House to do some work. I actually 
sat at Dr. Pusey’s desk – a great honour. Reardon 
remarked on the inconsistency of my siting at 
Pusey’s desk & reading Loisy – both for the first 
time. But I hope I am more a disciple of Pusey 
than I am of Loisy’. 

From Oxford he went onto curacy in Gillingham in 
Kent, and afterwards South Bank, Middlesbrough 
in North Yorkshire. During the early 1950s he 
also served as chaplain at a boys’ boarding school, 
All Souls School, at Charter Towers in North 
Queensland, Australia, before going onto his final 
position as Rector of Tunstall in Kent. After his 
diary entry on 1st January 1942, Allen goes on to 
give precisely what he promises. From this point the 
diary blossoms, and, in a radical departure from the 
brief, cramped entries in his earlier diaries, he fills 
one notebook in 1942 in fewer than two months. 
Whilst many of his shorter entries continue to 
read more as lists, recording Masses (both those he 
conducted and those he attended), letters written, 
people visited, and detailed descriptions of the 
weather (he seems to have been an ardent admirer 
of attractive sunsets and a connoisseur of northerly 
winds), longer entries are more in-depth, dealing 
increasingly with personal feelings and spiritual 
musings.
 One notable example is his writing surrounding 
the death of his friend, 20-year-old Peter Downs, in 
May 1966. Allen produced his own separate version 
of the diary, covering the period that dealt with 
Peter’s death, which demonstrates the level of trauma 
he suffered from his bereavement, and indeed, his 
diary entry on the day of Peter’s death is one of the 
longest and most introspective. On 14th January 

1968 a rood was dedicated to Peter Downs at St John 
the Baptist Church in Allen’s parish of Tunstall, at 
which the Bishop of Dover gave an address in which 
he compared Peter to a ‘potential saint’.
 Death clearly affected Allen deeply, and it is easy 
to notice that it was something he had to cope with 
on many occasions. His diary frequently contains 
tiny scraps of paper from The Times obituary section, 
detailing the deaths of family and friends. He also 
writes with touching emotion of the death of his 
nanny, ‘Old Nurse’, who is frequently mentioned in 
his diary until her death in 1961. However, despite 
the trials he underwent during his life, one of the 
most visible aspects of the diary is Allen’s sense of 
humour, as well as his devotion to young people and 
children. One of his 1950 diaries even contains a 
hand-drawn card from a 6-year-old girl called Beryl 
Cunningham, who evidently found Allen pleasant 
enough to address him by his preferred given name, 
Vernon. He mentions her directly in his entry on 1st 
July 1950, noting that they became ‘great friends’, 
and several decades later they were still in contact.

Allen (right) with friends on his  
72nd birthday, 30th June 1980

Allen’s willingness to serve both God and the 
people around him is repeatedly demonstrated by 
the diary: he had a large number of friends who are 
present in his diary for decades at a time, and he 
clearly had a keen sense of duty and community. His 
final diary entry is from 1980, at which point he was 
already suffering from the Motor Neurone Disease 
that eventually led to his death in 1984. As well 
as a keenly detailed account of almost sixty years 
of history, therefore, Allen’s diary is also the story 
of someone deeply committed to his faith, and to 
preserving it amongst all he encountered.

Isobel Galek, Pusey House Library Assistant
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William Arderne Shoults 1839-1887

William Arderne Shoults was born 29 March 1839 
in Southwark, London, and baptized at St Olave’s 
Church, Southwark, on 24 April 1839. On 1 July 
1856, Shoults was admitted to St John’s College, 
Cambridge, as a Hare Exhibitioner. On 1 June 
1860, he obtained a BA (1st Senior Optime). On 15 
April 1863 he obtained an MA, and was ordained 
a Deacon. His career was in the Anglican Church, 
centring round the parishes of Southwark and 
Shoreditch. In 1864, he was ordained a priest, and 
then, in 1865, he secured the position of Curate of St 
Peter’s Church, 25 Olney Street, at nearby Walworth, 
in the Woolwich Episcopal Area of the Anglican 
Diocese of Southwark. In 1865, he became Curate 
of St Paul’s, Bunhill Row, 11 Buckland Street, New 
North Road, Hoxton.

While he was employed there, he rubbed shoulders 
with the Revd Joseph Leycester Lyne (1837-1908), 
otherwise known as ‘Father Ignatius’. After a period, 
when he was given the monastic name of ‘Father 
Cyril’ and undertaking role of Monastery Chaplain 
(albeit non-resident), Shoults reappears in 1873 as 
Curate of St Michael’s, Shoreditch, Mark Street, 
Finsbury. His last appointment, between 1875 and 
1879, was Curate of St Edmund the King in Lombard 
Street, when Pascoe Grenfell Hill (1804-1882) was 
Rector. In 1874, while at St Michael’s, Shoreditch, he 
embarked on a Bachelor of Divinity, encouraged by 
his tutor Dr Stephen Parkinson. He also contributed 
to John Julian’s Dictionary of Hymnology (1892), 
completing 58 erudite pieces for that mammoth 
work. On 1 August 1878, he married Eliza Katharine 

née Ogle (b. 1843), eldest daughter of John Connell 
Ogle (1813-1877), a landscape and naval-maritime 
artist. He died on 14 June 1887, aged 48.

Collecting and his Collection
In the summer of 1851, Shoults, aged 12, visited 
Glasgow. While there he acquired The Poetical Works 
of Percy Bysshe Shelley (1845); So his prodigious 
book collecting began.
 The Shoults Collection is a scholar-clergyman’s 
working library of some 5,200 books and 
manuscripts. Although his career was working in 
the poorer parishes of London, it is hard to think 
how he, who died at 48, amassed such a collection. 
The collection has a small number of manuscripts, 
including medieval ones, 28 incunabula (pre-1501 
printed books), samples of the early printers such 
as Elzevier and Plantin, a number of editions of 
classical authors by the great scholars, as well as the 
standard Church Fathers. Controversial literature 
is well represented from the Reformation until the 
mid-18th century and numerous books in Greek, 
Latin, Persian and Arabic. There are books on 
philology, scarce library catalogues, and items of an 
antiquarian nature. There are a few contemporary 
19th century books, including accounts of India 
and travel books of Italy, where Shoults may have 
spent some of his holidays. Many of the books have 
provenance details (bookplates; inscriptions) within 
them.

New Zealand Bound
Shoults had no connection with New Zealand. 
In 1888, Samuel Tarratt Nevill (1837-1921), first 
Anglican Bishop of the Diocese of Dunedin, and 
supposed friend of Shoults, attended the Lambeth 
Conference in England. While there he convinced 
Mrs Shoults that she gift her husband’s library 
to Selwyn Theological College, Dunedin, as a 
founding library; it had been willed to St John’s 
College, Cambridge, England. The library arrived 
in Dunedin in 1894. In 1960, the Shoults Collection 
was transferred ‘on permanent loan’ to Special 
Collections, University of Otago Library.

Further
And this is what I submitted to an e-list group, when 
following up on the possibility of Shoults being a 
member of any of the below organisations.

Dear Colleagues,

As some of you are aware, I am slowly researching 
the life and book collecting activities of the Rev 
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William Arderne Shoults (1839-1887), whose 
collection of 5,200 volumes of manuscripts and 
books are under my care at Special Collections, 
University of Otago, Dunedin, NZ. While working 
through a draft chapter on Father Ignatius, 
and re-reading Calder-Marshall’s rollicking 
The Enthusiast, which is on FI, I came across 
references to the Association for the Promotion 
of the Unity of Christendom, formed by Ambrose 
P. de Lisle and Dr F.G. Lee. Also the later Order 
of Corporate Reunion, and J.M. Neale’s Anglican 
and Eastern Churches Association (1864). Shoults 
knew Lee and as a hymnologist himself certainly 
knew of Neale’s work, and perhaps even met him.

My question is whether Shoults was a member of 
any of the above? Can anyone lead me to a list (or 
link to) of members in the hope that my man WAS 
is there. Apparently some 6,000 Anglicans joined 
the APUC; perhaps I will be lucky!

Dr Donald Kerr
Central Library, Information Services Building

65 Albany Street, PO Box 56
Dunedin 9054, New Zealand

donald.kerr@otago.ac.nz

THE INFLUENCE OF THE OXFORD
MOVEMENT ON WELSH ANGLICAN-
ISM AND WELSH NONCONFORMITY
IN THE 1840s AND 1850s

Welsh Anglicanism
The dioceses that contained most of the Tractarian 
priests in the mid-nineteenth century and later were 
Bangor and Llandaff. In the former case, the bishop, 
Christopher Bethell, while not overtly supporting 
the cause, was sympathetic, while, in the latter case, 
aristocratic landowners headed the revival.
 Bangor was essentially a Welsh-speaking diocese. 
Many ordinands were educated at Jesus College, 
Oxford, the so-called ‘Welsh’ college, the first college 
to be founded in Oxford after the Reformation and 
in which the founder had instituted a number of 
closed scholarships for Welsh students. There they 
came under the influence of Newman’s sermons and 
that of his Welsh curate at St Mary the Virgin, who 
also moved with Newman to Littlemore. A number 
of the staff at Jesus College were supporters of the 
Oxford Movement, such as E.S. Ffoulkes, Dean in 
1845 and Vice-Principal in 1846, Robert Owen, 
Dean in 1849, and C.W. Heaton, Vice-Principal in 
1848.
 After Oxford, many ordinands returned to 

Welsh-speaking parishes in Wales, especially north 
Wales. Jesus College was also a patron of a number 
of livings in Wales. They preached sermons in 
Welsh and wrote articles and poems in Welsh. They 
even had their own journal, Baner y Groes (Banner 
of the Cross) which was a monthly journal which 
lasted from 1855 to 1858. They were interested in 
developments in England, and Morris Williams 
composed a long poem entitled Y Flwyddyn Eglwysig 
being a translation of Keble’s The Christian Year.
 Isaac Williams from Cardiganshire was a leading 
figure at Oxford in the movement, compiling two 
of the tracts on Reserve as was his cousin Lewis 
Gilbertson, vicar of Llangorwen, the first church 
in Wales to be built on Tractarian principles. This 
was followed by the church, school and vicarage 
at Llangasty Talyllyn in Breconshire, supported by 
the Raikes family. Leading aristocrats and gentry 
supported the movement. In north Wales, W.W.E. 
Wynne MP of Peniarth, a noted antiquarian and 
book-collector, founded Anglo-Catholic churches 
in Merionethshire. When in London, he attended St 
Barnabas’, Pimlico. Other north Wales landowners 
who were sympathetic included Lord Penrhyn. In 
south Wales, the most prominent supporters were 
the 3rd Marquess of Bute (before his conversion to 
Roman Catholicism, which meant that his trustees 
had to appoint Anglo-Catholic priests to livings in 
his gift), Lady Windsor, John Nicholl of Merthyr 
Mawr and the Talbots of Margam and Penrice.
 All founded churches, Bute in Cardiff (St 
Germans and St Margaret of Antioch), Lady Windsor 
in Penarth (St Augustine, designed and built by 
William Butterfield) and the Talbots in Margam 
(St Theodore’s) and Gower (notably St Nicholas). 
The symbolism in the latter church is particularly 
interesting with the three steps from the nave to the 
chancel being black in colour in the nave, white in 
the chancel and red in the middle step, symbolising 
that one reaches heaven from earth through the 
blood of Jesus Christ. Many churches in Cardiff 
in the mid- to late-nineteenth century adopted 
ritualistic practices.
 The Bishop of Llandaff received complaints from 
Lady Charlotte Guest about the ritualistic practices 
in Monmouthshire and Glamorgan. He complained 
to the Archbishop of Canterbury about these 
incessant complaints, stating he had more important 
work to be done, namely establishing churches in 
the industrialised areas of his diocese. At a service 
at St Woolos church in Newport (now the cathedral 
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of the diocese of Monmouth), at the creed, the choir 
and priests faced east whereas the bishop presiding 
at the north end of the altar “resolutely faced south”.

Welsh Nonconformity
The Oxford Movement helped to politicise Welsh 
Dissent in the mid-nineteenth century. The Welsh 
Calvinistic and Welsh Wesleyan Methodists had 
a reputation for order and for supporting the 
suppression of social protest. The leader of the 
Calvinistic Methodists in Wales, the Revd John 
Elias from Anglesey, would issue instructions to its 
members not to agitate for social or political reform 
(they were known as the Bulls from Anglesey as 
his authority was likened to that of the Pope). He 
even excommunicated members who protested 
against the Corn Laws. However, by the mid 1840s, 
the Methodists became antagonistic towards the 
Established Church because of what they termed 
‘Puseyite influence’ inside it, and this helped to 
radicalise the Methodists, resulting in their political 
quiescence gradually disappearing.
 There was a campaign against church rates and 
tithes. The Anglican Church had hitherto been seen 
as a Protestant Church and as a bulwark against 
Roman Catholicism. But Nonconformists objected 
to their rates being used to pay for Eucharistic 
vestments, candles and crosses and they objected 
too to practices such as prayers for the dead, fast and 
feast days, absolution of sins of the sick and dying 
and bowing to the altar. Often, Nonconformists in 
vestry meetings would postpone the raising of a 
rate.
 Dissenters too objected to Tractarian priests 
catechising children in the principles of the Catholic 
faith in National schools. Often these were the only 
schools in the locality as opposed to British schools 
and there might not be any other schools in the area. 
They were not prepared to countenance religious 
instruction by the Anglican Church, which they 
saw as being Catholicised from within, especially 
egregious being the education clauses of the Factory 
Bill of 1843. Consequently, they shifted their position 
from the voluntary principle in education to support 
measures of help from the state and campaigned for 
state education and state schools.
 Landlords, who were overwhelmingly Tory, 
expected their tenant farmers to vote as the 
landlords instructed them. There was no secret 
ballot and anyone could see how electors had voted 
by examining the poll book where the names of 
the electors and candidates were written. Tenant 

farmers were overwhelmingly Liberal. Landlords 
threatened tenants with evictions and rent rises if 
they did not vote as the landlords wished them to 
do. In 1869, a number of tenant farmers and their 
families sailed from Liverpool to set up a Welsh 
settlement in Patagonia in South America because 
they had been evicted from their farms. Dissenters 
now campaigned for the secret ballot which 
occurred in 1870, after the Liberal election victory 
in 1868. In the industrialised areas in the south, 
employers threatened workers with the loss of their 
employment as well as their homes.
 There was a renewed campaign for disestablish-
ment. Wales was overwhelmingly a Nonconformist 
nation. Committees were set up in all counties to 
campaign for disestablishment, and a number of 
Nonconformist ministers sat on these committees. 
The disestablishment of the Church of Ireland 
provided an impetus to this campaign.
 Wales in the mid-nineteenth century and later 
was becoming Liberal in politics and radical in 
social reform. The Oxford Movement played a part 
in this change.

Dr Peter Freeman

Hymns for Special Occasions
I am collecting hymns used at Patronal Festivals/
Feasts of Title, or written in honour of particular 
saints. My interest includes those not in hymn 
books or not used any more, or originating in 
religious orders. Such hymns are sometimes only 
used in one church and are easily lost forever but 
they are part of Anglo-Catholic life and history. I 
can be contacted at kevin@kevinm.co.uk or

Kevin Metson
7 Mount Pleasant

Halstead, Essex CO9 1DX 


